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August 9, 2019
9:00 AM —3:00 PM
This year’s Grief Relief is August 9…and
would not be the same without you. If we have not received your
reservation(s) yet for a team or individually yet., there is still time. Not much
but you do have a little…and as always, sponsorships are appreciated. We
plan to have a raffle too again, so if there are any goodies you can find around
the office to donate, kindly let us know.

Click here for the meeting announcement and Sponsorship details.

“CONFLICT
RESOLUTION ~ Tips For
Credit Department Team
Members” Webinar
August 13, 2019
9:00 -10:00 AM
WORKPLACE CONFLICT IS INEVITABLE!
Unresolved conflicts in the workplace results in lower productivity, higher
costs, in lower customer satisfaction and in higher employee turnover. In this
program you will learn…
1. An easy-to-use, 8-step conflict resolution process
2. How to reduce the frequency of workplace conflicts—and their
harmful effects
3. How to resolve conflicts with customers more quickly and more
effectively
4. How to better manage conflicts with co-workers, subordinates,
superiors, and salespeople
5. How to make sure conflicts, once resolved, stay resolved
6. How to de-escalate disagreements.

Click here for the meeting announcement or register online.
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NEW ASSOCIATION &
INTERNATIONAL CREDIT
EXECUTIVES (ICE) GROUP MEMBER
Eric Stangel
Tapco Inc
NEW ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE
Chris Beauchamp
Lake Shore Systems Inc

MEMBER NEWS:
If you have something you
would like us to announce
please send an email to
admin@wcacredit.org
Subject line: Member News

HOLD ORDERS: IT'S NOT ME; IT'S THE SYSTEM!
When it comes to collections, this credit exec does not pay that much attention to customers who are 30
days past due if that is within their history. However, if they are normally at 15 and now they are at 30,
or if they are normally at 30 and now they are at 45, that is what he keys in to. He checks agings daily,
looking for people who have moved out of one column into something where they have not been
before.
"That's what I attack first," he says. "You do one of two things. You call and say, 'I was just reviewing
your account, and I noticed that some orders are coming up. However, I also noticed that you are
starting to stretch me out. So it may be a little difficult when the orders are ready; the system may hold
them because you're further into the past-due issue."
Therefore, it is not him. It is the system. As a friend and confidant, he wants to prevent the system
from doing that.
His hold letters say, "Our automated orders release system has put these orders on hold due to these
past dues.” "I always try to be friendly," he says. "Most people will take my calls. When they stop
taking them, that's when the concern level goes up."
Each day he checks his schedule to see whom he has to call or email, if they prefer that. He has
standard texts that he uses for different situations, which he can just pull and off it goes. Being able to
send invoices and statements electronically without having to fax is really helpful. "They can't say, 'I
don't have a copy.’ I say, 'Watch your email; it'll be there in a minute.'"
What he wants is a commitment and a plan. "Generally when they tell you, 'Cash flow has been tight
here, but here's what I'll do,' they'll do it. They are business people, and they want to keep their
business running. My only concern is with brand new accounts. We have given them a small line.
Now its past due, and I don't know them that well.” However, even here he has found that if he is
personable--if he comes across as trying to help their business--they will appreciate it and try to do the
right thing. They are just looking out for their business.
"I'll have customers call me on customer service issues," he says. "They got a late shipment or a back
order and they're concerned about the freight charge. I will say, 'I'll take care of the freight. Don't
worry about it.’ They feel comfortable calling me rather than customer service because we have a
relationship."
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Six Strategies to Improve Cashflow
You do not reach management level without forming a powerful commitment to compete for
customers' business. In Credit, you form another, equally powerful commitment: competing for
customers' money--for getting paid first. This Manager of Credit and Accounts Receivable for a
well-known automotive supplier in Michigan, recommends six strategies for meeting this dual
commitment:
1. Extend credit prudently. "Set realistic credit lines, based on the information you have about
customers," he says. "If you also adhere to these lines when customers get behind in payments,
such as holding up shipments or finding other ways to get customers' attention, then you have
taken your first step toward collecting the money that is due you."
2. Create a policy of approvals for any special terms. "It's often too easy for salespeople and
credit people to extend special terms to customers simply because they ask for them," he notes.
"By setting up a formal policy of approvals, you must first identify specific justifications for
these requests.” For examples:
 Will the extended terms lead to an increase in volume with the customer?
 Are the extended terms necessary to meet a competitive condition?

"In some cases, companies end up finding that, after they've provided special terms to
customers, the accounts are no longer profitable because the extended terms wiped out the
profitability," he adds. If and when you do allow special terms to certain customers, review
these each and every year to make sure that the original conditions that prompted the terms are
still valid and to make sure that you are generating the volume and profitability from the
accounts that you expect and need. "The assumption that customers will continue to buy more
from you if you provide special terms doesn't always hold true," he cautions.
3. Establish professional relationships with customers' accounts payable supervisors. While
it is useful to get to know the payables clerks and the payables supervisors' bosses, he has found
that the supervisors themselves tend to be the best contacts. "Their bosses don't always know
what is going on with your account, and the clerks usually don't have the authority to release
payments," he explains. "Some large organizations actually assign specific payables people to
their largest suppliers," he continues. In this case, of course, these are the people to get to know.
4. Never give customers excuses not to pay. "That is, do things right the first time," he
emphasizes. This includes:
 Shipping the right products in the right quantities damage-free.
 Billing at the right prices.
 Billing at the right times.
 Providing all the proper documentation, labelling and other paperwork.

"In sum, eliminate excuses," he says.
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Six Strategies to Improve Cashflow

(Continued)

He encourages quality control programs that quickly identify any "glitches" in the ordering,
shipping and invoicing processes. "When we find any such problems, we solve them quickly and
set processes in place to prevent the same problems from occurring again," he adds. "We get to the
roots of the problems."
5. Create a sense of urgency in getting paid. Do this with your salespeople, your collectors, and
especially with your customers. "When calling to discuss late payments, don't just go through the
motions," he advises. "Instead, emphasize the urgency that you place on being paid in a timely
manner.” While it may seem basic, not all credit managers utilize this philosophy. "I've found it
very helpful," he says.
Besides the sense of urgency in your actual communication, he offers two other ways to stress
urgency to customers:
 Encourage them to pay via wire transfer, such as EFT.
 Ask them to send delinquent payments via overnight service. His firm has a contract

with an overnight carrier and covers the cost of the service for certain of their customers
who send very large checks. "Spending eleven dollars to get a check for millions of
dollars overnight is certainly worth it," he notes.
6. Get to the root cause of deductions. "I encourage the quick resolution of deductions in our
company because the longer they go, the more difficult they are to research and resolve," he
explains. "If you are using receivables to finance your operation, then deductions really present a
problem, because they are worthless as assets in your receivables."
In fact, he is in the process of attempting to convince senior management to create a policy that
would require deductions to be resolved within a specific period of time.

Five Goal-Setting Ideas for Credit Staff
Do you struggle to find the right kinds of goals for your staff?
The best goals are not easily achieved, but also are not so tough that they are unreachable. Here are
some ideas for goal setting:
1. Annual targets alone are too distant to be much good as a motivator or as a measurement
of performance. Monthly goals are more effective because evaluation is more imminent.
Of course, it takes more time to set specific, measurable, and achievable monthly goals, but
doing so is worth the extra effort.
2. It may sound obvious, but goals must be specific and measurable. An example of a nonspecific goal follows:
"The Collection Specialist will work closely with customers and salespeople to ensure that past
due balances are addressed promptly and cleared as quickly as possible."
A specific, measurable goal would be as follows:
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Five Goal-Setting Ideas for Credit Staff

(continued)

"The Collection Specialist will reduce the balance over 90 days past due to $25,000 or less by
May 15, 201x and then he/she will maintain it at or below that level until this goal is amended
with the approval of the Credit Manager."
3. A list of goals that sit in someone's desk are useless. As credit manager, you should meet
on a regular basis with your staff to review their progress. It should be the staffer's
responsibility to prepare for that meeting by gathering the statistics and information necessary
to document their efforts and achievements. This helps them be more engaged and take
ownership in the process.
4. Remember to award superior performers. It is likely that your best employee out-produces
your weakest employee by a ratio of as much as two to one. When it comes to rewards,
financial and other, make certain that your top performers get the lion’s share of whatever you
as a manager have to offer to them.
5. You can also make goals important by making certain that everyone realizes that there are
consequences for not reaching the goals that have been established with and for them.
Specifically, substandard employees who consistently fail to reach the goals should be
terminated. To do otherwise risks alienating your better employees, or worse, causing your
best employees to decrease their efforts in order to reduce the disparity between their
performance and the work done by the substandard employee.
Goal setting is tough sometimes and it is not a cure-all for the myriad of problems that you face.
However, unless you establish stretch goals for your employees they are unlikely to stretch on their
own.
“This and the above informational articles were provided by Credit
Today”
To learn more about subscribing to Credit Today, check out
their web site at www.credittoday.net

COMMERCIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
Your Association offers you the services of our collection department. Our Recovery Division has
been servicing our member companies for over 50 years and we are pleased to tell you that our
recovery rate exceeds 90% of collectable cases received. This is not surprising since The Association
is the authority on, and sets the standards for, generally accepted credit and collection techniques
and principles that all businesses use. Engage us on a contingent basis or an hourly basis.
Wisconsin Credit Association Commercial Recovery Services Department
15755 West Rogers Drive, Suite 200
PO Box 510157
New Berlin WI 53151-0157
collection@wcacredit.org
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(Partners)
Need credit card payment solutions for your business? Whether large or

CHARGE FEES…TSYS will help. Contact the Association at

small, TSYS has the customized solutions to fit your business needs. BCMA

262.827.2880. We’ll put you in touch with a representative that will assist

partners with TSYS because they are focused on creating more value in our

you. TSYS was named to Ethisphere's 2013 World's Most Ethical Companies

client relationships than ever before, and their voice has emerged as one of

List!

the most trusted in the payments industry. This true spirit of partnership, and *NACS Credit Services, Inc
the accompanying understanding that our success is determined by our clients’ success, infuse everything we do. Whether you’re LOOKING TO BEGIN
ACCEPTING CREDIT CARDS, or LOOKING TO LOWER YOUR CREDIT CARD SUR-

*Pennsylvania Association of Credit Management
*The Business Credit Management Association Wisconsin

Phone: (262) 827-2880 FAX (262) 827-2899
Web: www.wcacredit.org

Contact Us
Darryl Rowinski CCP, CPC X222
President & COO,
Membership
Director of Professional Service Firm Solutions
Resume Referral Services
Employment & Outsourcing Services

Gail Venne, X223
Credit Reporting
Group Administrator

Chrys Gregoire X221
Administrative Support
General Questions/Information
Data Transmissions
Group Services
E-Commerce
Credit Reporting

Dianna Rowinski X225
Director of Education
AP/AR
International & Industrial Group Administrator

Patty Hughes X227
Recovery Specialist
Credit Reporting

GOT AN IDEA?
Would you like to contribute to the BCMA Newsletter?
The most important part is your idea. We can handle
the polishing. Just write to us at BCMAEditor@ CreditToday.net with your idea!

2018-19 Board of Directors
Executive Committee:
Chairperson
Penny Conaty CCP, CPC, CBA
President
Darryl Rowinski CCP, CPC
Counselor
Adriana Sertich CCP, CPC
Director Emeritus
Wayne Crosby, CCP, CPC
So Many ways that you
connect to The Association

Directors:

Abe WalkingBear Sanchez
Davy J. Tyburski
Rob Lawson
Stu Sturzl, CCP, CPC
Barry Elms
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UPCOMING INDUSTRY CREDIT
GROUP MEETINGS
AUGUST 7, 2019
Electrical Suppliers Industry Credit Group,
Delafield, WI

AUGUST 8, 2019
Food Suppliers Industry Credit Group
Madison, WI

AUGUST 19, 2019

AUGUST 13, 2019
Plumbing & Heating Industry Credit Group
Brookfield, WI
Regional Paper & Packaging Industry Credit Group
Book of Reports Only
Fine Paper/Graphic Arts Industry Credit Group
Book of Reports Only

AUGUST 15, 2019
Construction Industries Credit Group
Appleton, WI

Western Electrical Suppliers Industry Credit Group
Madison, WI

AUGUST 20, 2019
Building & Construction Materials Credit Group
Milwaukee, WI

AUGUST 27, 2019
WI/IL HVAC Industry Credit Group
Rockford, IL

AUGUST 28, 2019
Food Service Supply Hospitality Industry Credit Group
TBD

AUGUST 16, 2019
IL Fine Paper Industry Credit Group
Oak Brook, IL

2019 Education
August 9
Grief Relief XXVIII

September 9
"Incoterms 2020" Seminar

August 13
"CONFLICT RESOLUTION ~ Tips For Credit
Department Team Members" Webinar

October 10
State Conference
Holiday Inn Milwaukee Riverfront
More details to follow really soon!

YOU CAN TRUST THE ASSOCIATION TO ASSIST IN COLLECTION RECOVERY FROM YOUR
DEBTORS ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.
LET THE ASSOCIATION HELP WITH EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.

